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PROCEDURE TO CONVERT CELESTRON CGX-L MOUNT TO SIDEREAL TECHNOLOGY  

SERVO II CONTROLLER 

Removal:  
 

1. Remove the OTA (Optical Tube Assembly) from the mount (refer to Celestron manual) 
2. Remove the counterweight and counterweight bar 
3. Remove the RA (Right Ascension) and DEC (Declination) axis extremity covers by removing 6 

bolts (RA) and 7 bolts (DEC) 
4. Remove the RA and DEC sectorized screens  by removing 2 screws each time 
5. Remove the RA and DEC switches PCBs by removing the 3 screws and disconnecting the cable 

connectors 
6. Remove the RA and DEC cable clamps. Before, take pictures of the arrangement in order to be 

able to refit in the correct position! 
7. Remove the RA and DEC motor covers 
8. Remove the mount top cover (with CGX-L written on it) 
9. Disconnect and remove the main and AUX 1 / AUX 2 PCBs. 
10. Route one additional wire along the 6 wires cable going between RA and DEC switches PCBs, 

inside the nylon braided sheath 
11. Route one additional cable (4 wires) along the existing 8 wires cable between the RA PCB and 

the mount cover (that has been removed in 8. above, inside the nylon braided sheath 
 

Rebuild: Now it is time for rebuilding the mount and converting it to the SiTech System. First let me 
explain the general principles of the conversion as I have designed it, and why I had to do it. My CGX-
L mount is comfortably fitted on top of a pier in my backyard observatory and one night it went 
suddenly crazy with the RA motor going full speed without any way of stopping it except shutting off 
the mount at its power switch!  The 2 years warranty had just been passed since a few months, and 
Celestron Support was inexistent! I was left with no technical neither commercial support from 
Celestron for this top of the brand product that is Celestron Edge 1400 on CGX-L mount! I had no 
other option than using my DIY skills! I had the idea of adapting the SiTech system that I had 
previously used successfully on my home made 22 inches Dobson. I started to strip my CGX-L mount 
and analyze it. I opted to redesign the original Celestron PCBs (Printed Circuit Boards) in order to 
keep the functions of the original optical switches. I wanted also to keep the smart internal routing of 
the cables. The switches are used to indicate when the mount is at its HOME position or when an axis 
has reached its “soft” limits (just before touching the mechanical “hard” stops, which should not 
happen with the motors running!). An interface PCB integrating a Nano Arduino board will be fitted 
in replacement of the master original PCB in the CGX-L top cover. The function of this interface PCB is 
to analyze the status of the various optical switches and trigger the appropriate Servo II switch inputs 
when and as required. The other function is to pass “transparently” the signals from the motor 
encoders and from the PEC switch to the Servo II servo controller. Also I have taken the opportunity 
of this conversion to upgrade the motor / encoder / gearbox / pulleys / belts. See more details in 
Appendix of this document.  
This is how it should look like when the conversion is completed: 
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Figure 1 - CGX-L mount converted to SiTech system: Nothing else than 2 cables getting out from the top cover, and the 
SiTech sticker! 

 
In detail, here is the procedure: 
 

1. Complete the soldering of the components on the RA / DEC switches PCBs and Interface PCB 
(Arduino Nano, resistors, switches, connectors, jumpers, etc). See detailed procedure below. 
The different cable board connectors can be advantageously taken from the original boards 
after unsoldering all the pins. Even the optical switches could be reused if you manage to 
remove the solder from their ground pin (High power iron may be required) and you have 
verified that they are operating correctly. I preferred to order new ones for my conversion. I 
can provide the PCBs on request. Please contact me. 

2. Load the control program into the Arduino Nano (please contact me). This program converts 
the signals of the optical switches to activate the digital inputs of the ServoII controller (DEC 
and RA axis limits, home positions). For more information on how to proceed go to Arduino 
official web site. 

3. At the DEC switch PCB end of the mount DEC axis. Refer to Figure 2. 
1. Connect the existing 4 wires cable between the DEC motor encoder and the DEC 

switch PCB. 
2. Connect the 2 wires motor cables together 
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3. Connect the 6 wires cable to the DEC switch PCB and solder the additional wire 
extremity to the DEC Q1 pad of the PCB 

4. Refit the cables clamp and the DEC switch PCB with its 3 screws in the good 
orientation (one of the 3 screw holes is more inside than the 2 other ones). 

5. Refit the DEC sectorized screen with its 2 screws. Verify the absence of interference 
of the sectorized screen with the optical switches through all the rotation range 

4. Go to the DEC motor end: 
1. Connect the 2 wires cable to the motor connector 
2. Connect the Encoder to the 4 wires encoder cable. If you continue using the original 

encoder from Celestron, connect as follows: 

 

If you use the E4T encoder from USDigital with its supplied wired connector, connect 
as follows: 

 

5. Go to the RA motor :  
1. Encoder: Connect the 4 wires of the encoder cable to the appropriate wires of the 

encoder connector by twisting them. See 4.2 above. Do not solder or isolate at this 
stage. 

2. PEC switch: 
i. Open and connect together red and black wires of the PEC switch cable (PEC 

switch side) to the GND wire of the nearby encoder cable by twisting them 
together. 

ii. Open and connect the orange wire of the PEC switch cable (PEC switch side) 
to the +5V of the nearby encoder cable after inserting in series a 220 ohms 
resistance  

iii. Finalize the connections by soldering the twisted wires and insulating them 
properly 

iv. Leave the brown wire as it is (PEC signal) 
v. Insert the 4 pins connector into the PEC switch board connector 

3. Insert the 4 pins connector in the encoder 
4. Motor: Connect the 2 wires cable to the motor 

6. Go to the RA Switch PCB end : 
1. Remove the connector of the 4 wires PEC switch cable, cut the 3 unused black, red 

and orange wires. Solder the brown wire to the PEC pad on the RA Switch PCB. This 
wire being a little bit too short, I had to solder a little extension wire. 

2. Solder the extremity of the additional wire (that runs parallel to the 6 wires cable) to 
the DEC Q1 pad on the RA Switch PCB  

3. Connect the 2 motors (RA and DEC) cables together respecting the colors. 
4. Refit the cables clamp in the same time you connect the various connectors to the 

PCB (it is not possible to fit it after the connectors have been plugged in) :  
i. Connect the 6 wires cable to the RA Switch PCB 

ii. Connect the 8 wires cable to the RA Switch PCB 
iii. Connect the RA encoder 4 wires cable to the RA Switch PCB (label “To 

Encoder”) 
iv. Connect the added 4 wires cable to the RA Switch PCB (label “To Servo II”). 

encoder connector cable in the mount

orange black +5V

red brown Channel A

brown red Gnd

black orange Channel B

encoder connector cable in the mount

orange black +5V

blue brown Channel A

brown red Gnd

yellow orange Channel B
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5. Make sure that the 2 isolated wires soldered on the PCB pads will not be stressed by 
the rotation of the mount axis. 

6. Refit the RA switch PCB with its 3 screws in the good orientation (one of the 3 screw 
holes is more inside than the 2 other ones). 

7. Refit the RA sectorized screen with its 2 screws. Verify the absence of interference of 
the sectorized screen with the optical switches through all the rotation range. 

7. Go to the mount cover 
1. Pass two 10 wires cables (10 mm diameter) through the AUX1 and AUX2 holes. 
2. Pass these two cables through the cable gland that I have designed for this 

conversion (.stl file available for 3D printing) 
3. Secure these cables by tightening a t-rap on each of them, inside of the cover 
4. Connect 17 wire extremities to the 17 labelled connectors on the Interface PCB (label 

“Interface to SiTech Servo II”). If you are using 2x 10 wires cables, you have 3 wires 
left as spares. Two of them can be used to power on the Servo II controller at the 
same time that the mount is powered on with its switch. For that purpose: 

i. Connect one of these 2 wires to the GND of the 12V mount power supply  
ii. Connect the other one to the output of the mount power supply switch. See 

diagram below. 

 

5. Connect the 4 and 8 wires cables connectors to the interface PCB (label “Interface to 
RA PCB”) 

6. Connect RA and DEC motors cables to the corresponding connectors on the PCB 
7. Connect the 3 pins 12V power supply connector 

8. Go to Servo II controller. See Figure 3. 
1. Connect each of the 17 wires to the corresponding pins of Servo II, using an electric 

tester to help identifying both extremities of a wire.  
2. Place jumpers between all the +5V, and between all the GND of the Servo II 

connectors. 
3. Connect the interrupted +12V (coming from the mount switch) and the GND to the 

SERVO II 12V – 28V power entry, respecting the polarity. 
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9. Go back to the mount cover 
1. Slide the cables gland in place of the AUX1 / AUX2 original PCB and secure it with the 

4 screws. 
2. Secure the interface PCB inside the mount cover with the 4 screws 
3. Fit the mount cover in place and secure it with its screws.  

 

Figure 2 - RA and DEC switches PCB connections 

 

 

Figure 3 - Connections between Servo II and Interface PCB 
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RA switch PCB assembly instructions See Figure 4: 

 Only Q3 and Q4 switches must be soldered on the board (same orientation as on original 

PCB) 

 Only one jumper must be soldered between the pads with the label “RA Q3” 

DEC Switch PCB assembly instructions. See Figure 5. 

 Only Q1, Q2, and Q3 optical switches must be soldered on the DEC Switches PCB (same 

orientation as on original PCB) 

 3 jumpers (not more) must be soldered on the pads with a label “Join if DEC board” 

  

Figure 4 - RA Switches PCB 

Figure 5 - DEC Switches PCB 
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Appendix 1 – Upgrade options 

1. Gearbox upgrade: this consists in replacing the 2 copper bushes of the output shaft of the 

motor gearbox by roller bearings. More details on CloudyNights forum. 

 

Figure 6 - Copper bearings replaced by roller bearings 

2. Replace original coarse T5 standard pulleys and belts for softer and finer 2GT standard 

pulleys and belts (172 teeth belts and 40 teeth - 10 mm width - 5mm bore diameter pulleys): 

 

Figure 7 - new belt / pulleys standard 
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3. Replace the faulty encoder by an E4T encoder from USDigital. The rear shaft of the motor has 

to be ground down from a diameter of 2.3 mm to 2 mm to fit this encoder. 

 

Figure 8 - E4T Encoder from USDigital  fitted at the rear of the motor 
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Appendix 2 – Illustrations 

 

Figure 9 - RA PCB has to be replaced by a new one 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 - idem for the DEC PCB 
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Figure 11 - RA PCB removed 

 

 

Figure 12 - DEC PCB removed 
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Figure 15 - Top Cover fitted with one of the two 10 wires cables 

Figure 14 - DEC Cables clamp removed Figure 13  - RA cables clamp removed 
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Figure 16 - Top cover with the Interface PCB connected 
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Figure 17 - Wiring required at the RA motor 

 

 


